
Automated Closed Captions

Welcome to the Power Packed 
Summer Release

Discover What’s New

Businesses vary and continue to evolve, as do their needs and use cases. 
Delivering on the promise of continuous innovation and value 
enhancement, the Summer '23 release focuses on customization, 
accessibility, and usability. With this release, we bring you an array of new 
innovations that will save your time, reduce manual efforts, automate 
processes, and personalize every customer interaction. Empower your 
creativity, engage your participants, and deliver impactful user experiences.

Learn Morehttps://www.adobe.com/products/adobeconnect/whats-new-c12.html

Welcome to the Real Virtual

All-new Quiz Pods

Stunning Backgrounds and Templates



Enhanced Experience Design

Stunning Virtual Backgrounds

Re-imagined Interface

Efficiency amplified with all-in-one 
dashboard

Stay organized with re-imagined, new 

homepage dashboard. Get instant access to 

all your training and events, view your 

calendar at a glance, and e�ciently manage 

upcoming and past events. 

Powerful In-built Editor

Elevate your editing experience 

Experience enhanced editing control and 

precision with the improved Recording Editor 

in-app or in-browser. Omit audio and video 

segments using intuitive preview thumbnails, 

easily navigate through edit markers and seek 

bar for precise edits.

All-new Quiz Pod

Ignite engagement with gamification

Encourage active participation, reinforce 

knowledge, and measure progress with the 

all-new Quiz Pod. Effortlessly add fun and 

challenge to every virtual session, without any 

3rd party app redirects. 

Professional Event Templates

Polished templates for professional edge 

Customize your sessions based on your 

audience, organization, course, or topic with 

our stunning, responsive, and out-of-the-box 

templates for the Event Catalogue, Landing 

Pages, and Invitation Emails

Richer Personalization and Accessibility

Own your virtual presence
Bring your style, brand, and most professional 

presence to the live video. Use your preferred 

background for an engaging virtual 

environment with less distraction, greater 

focus, and a personalized experience. 

Automated Closed Captions

Unlock inclusive communication 

Ensure an inclusive and accessible 
experience for all participants with 
automatic, real-time audio transcription and 
translation, now available natively, without 
needing any third-party or manual service.

Break-out Room Self-select

Give the power of choice
Empower participants with the freedom to 
self-select their preferred breakout room, 
enabling a self-directed and personalized 
virtual experience.

Adobe Connect powers transformative virtual experiences that supercharge employee excellence and sales acceleration goals 

through exceptional virtual trainings and webinars. Adobe Connect powers unprecedented virtual engagement with its distinctive 

experience design capability, and unlocks extraordinary e�ciency and scalability for presenters with its persistent reusability. 

Real-time Insights

Get powerful reports and dashboards 

Automate assessments and obtain 
leaderboards with a proctoring dashboard 
during the live session, along with post-
session reports. The quiz results can 
seamlessly integrate with your LMS.

Improved Usability

Guided On-boarding

Complexity to simplicity

Whether you're a new user or an experienced 

pro, the new contextual help ensures an 

effortless ramp to adoption of Connect’s 

powerful capabilities. Let the coach marks and 
video tutorials help you master the platform.

Learn more about Adobe Connect 12


